
Dedications
Jan Zimmerman:

In Memoriam

Sam Hutchison, 9

Milton Feinberg, 91

In the game, every moment — they rocked!

Doug Sahlin:

For Roxanne: my soulmate and the love of my life.

Authors’ Acknowledgments
Jan Zimmerman:

No nonfi ction writer works alone, and this book is no exception. It couldn’t 
have been written without a cast of dozens, especially with my experienced 
researcher Diane Duncan Martin, who did her usual fi ne job of fi nding and 
organizing information and locating copyright holders.

She and Web marketing assistant Esmeralda Sanchez both provided back-
ground research, compiled sites for the numerous tables in this book, cre-
ated graphics, and rooted out arcane online facts. Working on my truly crazy 
schedule, they checked thousands of links and reviewed hundreds of sites 
for screen shots. (Not many people are asked to search for a good market-
ing tweet!) Finding exemplary companies for case studies — and clearing 
hundreds of copyrights — required endless calls and e-mails, for which these 
two people deserve all the credit.

Shawna Araiza, senior Web marketing associate at Watermelon Mountain 
Web Marketing, supplemented their efforts, drawing on her extensive knowl-
edge of the Internet to suggest sites, experiment with new techniques, and 
help with Photoshop. I owe my staff a great debt for giving me the time to 
write by working overtime with our clients — not to mention their patience 
and computer support.
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As always, my family, friends, and cats earn extra hugs for their constant 
encouragement. I’m lucky to have friends who accept that I could not always 
be there for them as much as they are there for me. The garden, the house, 
the car, and the cats, alas, are not so forgiving. Special thanks to my cli-
ents, who teach me so much and give me the opportunity to practice what I 
preach.

I’d also like to thank Rebecca Senninger, project editor at Wiley, for her fl ex-
ibility and patience with a challenging book, copy editor Rebecca Whitney, 
and technical editor Michelle Oxman. Together, they have made this book 
much better than it started out. My thanks to all the other staff at Wiley — 
from the art department to legal — who have provided support. If errors 
remain, I am absolutely certain they are mine.

My appreciation also to my coauthor, Doug Sahlin, for sharing this journey; 
acquisitions editor Amy Fandrei, for this opportunity; and my agent, Margot 
Hutchison of Waterside Productions. I don’t know how this superwoman 
worked through the past few years as her young son struggled with cancer. 
Margot and her extraordinary family continue to teach us, at http://
teamsam.com, lessons about what’s truly important in life. If you profi t from 
reading this book, please join me in donating to The Magic Water Project in 
memory of Sam Hutchison at www.magicwater.org. Thank you in advance, 
dear readers, for making a contribution “because of Sam.”

Doug Sahlin:

Although only two names are on the front of this book, this project would not 
have been possible without a large support team. Thanks to my coauthor, 
Jan Zimmerman; it has been a pleasure to work with her on this project. 
Many thanks to the team at Wiley Publishing for fi ne-tuning our text and pro-
ducing the book you hold in your hands. Thanks to Margot Hutchison and 
Amy Fandrei for making this project possible.

I’d also like to thank my friends for their continued support. Special thanks 
to my author friends, for being a constant source of inspiration, and to my 
wonderful family, especially Ted and Karen. Kudos and hugs to Roxanne, for 
supplying the missing pieces to the puzzle that is my life. And special thanks 
to the furry kids: Niki and Micah.
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Publisher’s Acknowledgments

We’re proud of this book; please send us your comments at http://dummies.custhelp.com. 
For other comments, please contact our Customer Care Department within the U.S. at 877-762-2974, 
outside the U.S. at 317-572-3993, or fax 317-572-4002.

Some of the people who helped bring this book to market include the following:

Acquisitions, Editorial, and 

Media Development

Project Editor: Rebecca Senninger

Acquisitions Editor: Amy Fandrei

Copy Editor: Rebecca Whitney

Technical Editor: Michelle Oxman

Editorial Manager: Leah Cameron

Media Development Project Manager: 
Laura Moss-Hollister

Media Development Assistant Project 

Manager: Jenny Swisher

Editorial Assistant: Amanda Graham

Sr. Editorial Assistant: Cherie Case

Cartoons: Rich Tennant 
(www.the5thwave.com)

Composition Services

Project Coordinator: Sheree Montgomery

Layout and Graphics: Ashley Chamberlain

Proofreaders: Lauren Mandelbaum, 
Christine Sabooni

Indexer: BIM Indexing & Proofreading Services

Publishing and Editorial for Technology Dummies

Richard Swadley, Vice President and Executive Group Publisher

Andy Cummings, Vice President and Publisher

Mary Bednarek, Executive Acquisitions Director

Mary C. Corder, Editorial Director

Publishing for Consumer Dummies

Diane Graves Steele, Vice President and Publisher

Composition Services

Debbie Stailey, Director of Composition Services
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